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ABSTRACT
In social media, such as blogs, since the content naturally
evolves over time, it is hard or in many cases impossible
to organize the content for effective navigation. Thus, one
commonly has to resort to simple tools, such as tags and tag
clouds, for presenting frequently used keywords to users to
provide them at least some high level idea about the content
of a given set of social media entries. Most visualizations of
tag clouds vary the sizes of the fonts to differentiate impor-
tant tags from those that are less important. We propose an
alternative “contextual-layout” method, TMine, for analyz-
ing and presenting tags that are extracted from textual con-
tent. In TMine tags are first mapped onto a latent semantic
space. Then, TMine analyzes the relationships between tags
relying on an extended boolean interpretation of the seman-
tic space. The tag cloud is condensed into a hierarchy in a
way that captures contextual relationships between tags: in
particular, descendant terms in the hierarchy occur within
the context defined by the ancestor terms. This provides a
mechanism for navigation within the tag space as well as for
classification of the text documents based on the contextual
structure implied by the tags.
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(a) an un-condensed tag cloud sample

motor vehicle

car ......... truck

cab bus sedan trail bike

 motorcycle

minibike
(b) a contextually-organized taxonomy segment

Figure 1: A tag cloud (obtained from
http://expertvoices.nsdl.org/ on 05/26/2008) vs.
a taxonomy: the taxonomy presents a hierarchy
that describes the given domain, while the tag cloud
fails to provide any contextual clues between terms

1. INTRODUCTION
With the quick growth of social media content over the

web (e.g., the blogosphere), tag-based searches and tag cloud
(sets of tags) based visualizations have become increasingly
popular [18]. Most visualizations of tag clouds vary the sizes
of the fonts to differentiate most important tags from those
that are less important (Figure 1(a)). Yet, this representa-
tion falls short in describing the context in which these terms
occur in the collection. [18, 21] observe that for large blog
archives, a simple chronological order is not sufficient and a
table of contents (TOC) like navigational hierarchy, depict-
ing the topical relationships within the blog archive would
be more effective. In this paper, we propose a “contextual-
layout” method for tag clouds, based on an analysis method
we refer to as TMine, for presenting tags extracted from
content and their relationships.

Our main observation is that taxonomies are, essentially,
hierarchical representations of terms that are important in a
given application domain (Figure 1(b)) and their main differ-
ence from tag clouds is that they are contextually organized:
a node in a given taxonomy clusters and contextualizes all
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(a) Tag hierarchy extracted from Kat-
rina related news articles published on
Aug 30th 2005

(b) Tag hierarchy extracted from Kat-
rina related news articles published be-
tween October 1st and 9th

(c) Tag hierarchy extracted from Kat-
rina related news articles published be-
tween February 10th and 13th 2006

Figure 2: Tag hierarchies (and the associated tag maps) extracted from Katrina related news articles published
at different times (the colored lines show other relationships found by TMine). Each of the tag hierarchies
presented here are extracted using only 15 news entries randomly picked among those published at [2] on
the stated dates.

Figure 3: Unlike traditional tag clouds, tagFlake an-
alyzes the given document collection for contextual
relationships between the tags identified in the doc-
uments and creates tag hierarchies that can be used
to navigate within the tag space and classify and
organize documents

its descendant nodes; i.e, it acts as a context for its descen-
dants.

Following a similar paradigm, we propose TMine which
analyzes tag clouds and places tags extracted from a col-
lection of social media (e.g. blogs and news articles) into a
hierarchy which relates the tags in terms of the contexts in
which they appear. For example, Figure 2 presents three tag
hierarchies, all extracted from Katrina related news articles,
published at different times. As can be seen in these exam-
ples, the tag hierarchies created by TMine not only show the
important keywords in the blogs and news articles, but more
importantly, make the contexts in which these keywords are

used explicit (Figure 3). We call this process condensing the
tag cloud into a tag flake (or tagFlake for short).

Since tag hierarchies impose a structure on the tags that
correspond to the context of the given social media collec-
tion, this structural knowledge can be used for organizing
entries. Tag hierarchies can also enable TMine to help
users track the topic development patterns in the tempo-
rally evolving social media collections. A social media visu-
alization and tracking interface based on this concept was
demonstrated at [9]. In this paper, we describe the under-
lying technology in detail.

1.1 Overview of the Proposed Approach
In this paper, we develop novel algorithms and techniques

to automatically extract a tag hierarchy from a collection
of text documents, without assuming of any a priori knowl-
edge. The tag hierarchies generated by TMine can both help
inform the user about the content of the available material
and help track developments as in the examples presented
in Figure 2. The basic observation underlying TMine is that
any concept hierarchy has the following properties

• in any branch on the concept hierarchy, concepts closer
to the root are more dominant in the collection than
those further down in the hierarchy, and

• given all the descendants of a concept, those that are
similar to each other are clustered in the same subtree.

Thus, given a collection of social media entries, we need
to measure (a) how dominant the terms occurring in the
collection are with respect to each other and (b) their simi-
larities. To achieve these goals, TMine first maps the terms
occurring in the text documents onto a latent semantic space
(as commonly done in well-known latent semantic analysis
schemes). However, instead of using this latent semantic
space to simply cluster and index the documents, TMine
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further evaluates the contextual relationships between the
terms, relying on an extended Boolean interpretation of the
tag space. TMine then leverages the resulting contextual
knowledge, along with the relative positioning of the terms
with respect to the bases of the latent semantic space, to
condense the tag cloud onto a tag hierarchy.

The proposed method is language neutral, since it does
not rely on any natural language processing technique and it
is completely unsupervised. The only information source for
the process is a given set of documents. Thus, the hierarchy
directly reflects the document content and the way different
topics are discussed in it. Experimental evaluation results
show the effectiveness of TMine in capturing the semantic
structure of text documents.

1.2 Related Work
In this section we present an overview of the related work

in the area of social media and tag clouds, textual document
visualizations, statistical analysis of text documents and of
the (semi)automatic topic extraction from textual corpora.

Tag clouds and Visualization of Text Document
Collections. [14] proposes a graphical visualization of tag
clouds. Tags are selected on the basis of their frequency of
use. Relationships among tags are defined in terms of their
similarity, quantified by means of the Jaccard coefficient.
K-means clustering is then applied on the tag similarity ma-
trix, with an a priori chosen number of clusters and fixed
number of selected relevant tags. Unlike this work, which
clusters tags for imposing some form of organization on the
tag clouds, we further aim to analyze the contexts in which
tags are used and using this knowledge to create navigable
hierarchical structures of the tags. [15] furthers the work
in [14] by applying Multi-dimensional scaling, MDS, (using
Pearson’s correlation as the tag similarity function) to cre-
ate a bi-dimensional space, which is then visualized through
a fish-eye system. We note, however, that while preserving
distances, MDS does not preserve the energies of the input
tags. Similarly, using only two dimensions can be overly
lossy. Research on effective use of 2D spaces for multidi-
mensional data visualization focus on careful selection of
the relevant dimensions [25] and organizing data in hierar-
chical visualization structures, such as TreeMaps, along the
relevant dimensions, and mapping these two 2D spaces [3].

[1] aims creating visually pleasant tag clouds, by present-
ing tags in the form of seemingly random collections of circles
with varying sizes: the size of the circle denotes its frequency.
Unlike our approach, this visualization scheme intentionally
randomizes the placement of the tags with the hope of pro-
jecting a more pleasant (if not highly informative) feeling.

[10] describes a system to visualize the semantic contained
in a textual corpus. Like us, it relies on Latent Semantic
Analysis techniques to extract the information about the
principal dimensions emerging from the text by means of
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) applied on the term-
document frequency matrix [13]. After identifying the rele-
vant dimensions, in [10], the authors apply Multidimensional
Scaling (MDS) [6] to reduce the dimensionality to two di-
mensions, to allow the data visualization on the plan. As a
difference with respect to our work, the goal of [10] is purely
the visualization of the concepts extracted from the text cor-
pora, to give a hint on their mutual distances and thus their
mutual similarities, without any plan for other use of the
extracted information.

Semi-automatic construction of taxonomies. The
goal of the OntoGen [11, 12] system is similar to ours: the
authors aim at designing a semi-automatic method to mine
ontological relations on concepts extracted from text cor-
pora, by using Latent Semantic Analysis techniques. By
referring to the TF/IDF vector based representation of the
documents, authors use cosine metric to compare the simi-
larity between documents, and apply K-Means multidimen-
sional clustering on the documents. Documents in the same
cluster are the ones that share more information content;
i.e., which have more keywords in common. As for the key-
word vector representation of the topics, [11] considers two
alternative methods. The first method computes the cen-
troid of the multidimensional cluster representing the topic,
and selects the keywords with higher weight in the topic
centroid. The second method relies on support vector ma-
chines. A graphical interface visualizes candidate topics as
nodes, and possible relationships among them as edges. The
user is asked to confirm or modify the topics, as well as the
relationships among topics, and to build the ontology. [11,
12] consider ontologies in general, while we focus on the spe-
cial case of tag hierarchies. Yet, the method in [11, 12] is
not more general than ours, since it is a supervised method
which needs the user’s action, while we are proposing a fully
unsupervised tag hierarchy construction procedure.

[5] proposes a method based on Formal Concept Analy-
sis (FCA) to automatically acquire taxonomies or concept
hierarchies out of domain-specific texts. The method re-
lies on natural language processing tools; in particular, it
is based on the analysis of the selectional restrictions that
verbs pose on their arguments. [26] also relies on natural
language processing tools as well as Wordnet to bootstrap
taxonomies out of email collections, which are then further
refined using concept clustering techniques. [19] introduces
a data-driven approach to semi-automatic construction of
multimedia ontologies. The authors concentrate on the ex-
traction of ontologies from a video collection. The text re-
flecting the speech extracted from the video and the avail-
able textual annotations is processed. Concepts and rela-
tionships to be included in the hierarchy are then manually
selected from the processed text. This is a major difference
with respect to our approach, which is fully unsupervised.

An unsupervised method uncovering latent topics in text
documents is described in [27]. Like ours, the proposed
method is language neutral. To identify the concepts, [27]
relies on the Markov Chain Monte Carlo process of Gibbs
sampling, following the Latent Dirichelet Allocation model,
while we use the SVD transform. To discover subsumption
relations, [27] uses conditional independence tests among the
concepts themselves, while we rely on the extended Boolean
model. [20] also relies on dependence (predictivity) to deter-
mine topic/sub-topic relationships, but skips the step for un-
covering latent semantics; thus, the resulting structure can-
not be interpreted in terms of these concept dimensions. [16]
presents TaxaMiner for automated taxonomy construction
from a large corpus of documents, using a suite of clustering
and NLP techniques. OntoMiner [7, 8] is an unsupervised
system for bootstrapping and populating specialized domain
ontologies by organizing and mining taxonomy-directed Web
sites. The HTML regularities in the Web documents are at
the basis of OntoMiner mining process. The HTML regular-
ities detected in Web documents are used and reflected into
hierarchical semantic structures encoded as XML. A concept
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taxonomy is then expanded with sub-concepts by selectively
crawling through the links corresponding to key concepts.

2. CONDENSING TAG CLOUDS INTO
TAG HIERARCHIES

Given a collection of social media entries, {d1, d2, . . . , dm},
the first step of TMine involves creation of a tag-space, using
the well-known Latent Semantic Analysis [4] based process.

2.1 Background: LSA-based Tag Space
Construction

In this section, we provide brief overview of this process:
LSA is based on the SVD matrix factorization technique
[13]: the input data to SVD is a document-term occurrence
matrix. Each document is represented as a keyword vector
containing the frequency of the terms in the considered seg-
ment (normalized with respect to the document’s length),
after stop word elimination, compound words detection and
lemmatization pre-processing. The columns of the matrix
range over the set of terms occurring in the given set of doc-
uments, while the rows correspond to the documents them-
selves. The (i, j)-the term of the matrix represents the oc-
currence of the j − th term in the i − th document. Let A
be an m × n be matrix with real values. Then, A, can be
decomposed into A = UΣV T , where (i) U is a real, column-
orthonormal m × r matrix, such that UUT = I , (ii) Σ is an
r × r positive valued diagonal matrix, where r ≤ min(m, n)
is the rank of the matrix, A, and (iii) V T is the transpose of a
real, column-orthonormal r×n matrix, such that V V T = I .

The columns of U , also called the left singular vectors of
matrix A, are the eigenvectors of the m×m square matrix,
AAT . The columns of V , or the right singular vectors of
A, are the eigenvectors of the n × n square matrix, AT A.
Σ[i, i] > 0, for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, also known as the singular val-
ues of A, are the square roots of the eigenvalues of AAT

and AT A. Since the columns of U are eigenvectors of AAT ,
they are orthogonal and form an r dimensional basis. Simi-
larly, the linearly independent columns of V also form an r
dimensional basis.

Let us consider an m×n document-term matrix, A, which
describes the contribution of the set of n terms in m docu-
ments. Given the singular value decomposition, A = UΣV T ,
of the document-term matrix, the r column vectors of V
form an r dimensional basis in which the n terms can be
placed. These r dimensions are referred to as the latent
semantics of the database. In a sense, given a document-
term occurrence matrix extracted from a document, we use
LSA to relate those terms that can be seen as represent-
ing a common meaning. The latent semantics associated to
a term is given by its context, derived from the degree of
co-occurrence of other terms in text documents.

2.2 From Tag Spaces to Tag Hierarchies
While the tag space created using LSA is a convenient

representation to help measure similarities between the doc-
uments as well as tags, it is not directly usable as a navi-
gational tool. The position of a tag in a hierarchy needs to
reflect two important aspects of the underlying semantics:

• how much energy tags carry in the latent semantic
dimensions, and

• the degree of contextual- similarity between tags: each

Figure 4: The extended Boolean interpretation of
the tag space (based on [24]): according to this in-
terpretation, in this example, the tag “gas” is more
shared than the tags “refinery” and “price”

branch of a hierarchy contains tags which are more
contextually related to the other tags in the same
branch than to the tags in the other branches (they
have similar proportionality ratios among the latent
semantic dimensions).

We note that although the energy degree between two tags
is related to their similarities, these two are not equivalent.

2.3 The Role of Tags’ Energies in Tag
Hierarchy Construction

Traditional tag cloud based visualization schemes use the
frequencies of the tags to determine the sizes or colors of
the tags in the tag cloud: usually, the higher the frequency
of a tag, the bigger or the bolder it is visualized. This is
because, if a tag is occurring more often than the others, it
is likely to represent the collection the better, so it deserves
a bigger footprint on the visualization space. In this paper,
we note that the tag frequency information can also serve
a fundamental role in tag hierarchies. Since tag frequencies
capture about-ness reasonably well as shown by the success-
ful use of tag clouds, in general, it is intuitive to place tags
with higher frequencies higher in the hierarchy.

An alternative explanation of this relies on the extended
Boolean interpretation [24] of the latent semantic space.
Let us treat each basis of latent semantic space as a dif-
ferent fuzzy predicate (representing some implicit latent
semantic condition as identified through latent semantic
analysis). For example, consider a simple tag space with
two semantic bases, A1 and A2. The extended Boolean
model interprets the point (0, 0) as a (hypothetical) tag,
tag(0,0), which satisfies neither predicate A1() nor A2(); i.e,
¬A1(tag(0,0))∧¬A2(tag(0,0)) = ¬(A1(tag(0,0))∨A2(tag(0,0))).
Thus, under the extended Boolean model interpretation of
the latent semantic space, a tag, tagi, further away from
(0, 0) better satisfies the logical formula, A1(tagi)∨A2(tagi),
than any other tag closer to (0, 0).

Since tags with higher frequencies will be further away
from the origin, under this interpretation, the degree of dom-
inance of a tag with respect to semantic predicates, A1() and
A2(), can be quantified in terms of the frequency (or energy)
of the corresponding tag vector: the shorter a vector in the
tag space is (i.e., the closer to the origin tag(0,0)), the less
the corresponding tag dominates the latent concepts in the
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Figure 5: Outline of the hierarchy construction
process: Node labels reflect the order in which the
corresponding tags are inserted in the tree: i.e., how
dominant they are

space. For example, consider Figure 4 which shows a simple
tag space, with two bases roughly corresponding to two pred-
icates about oil() and about business(). According to Ex-
tended boolean interpretation of the tag space, the tag“gas”
has higher coverage (i.e., energy) than the tags “price” and
“refinery”. Consequently, based on the extended Boolean
interpretation, we can argue that, as long as they are not
stop-words, high energy tags are more appropriate to be
placed closer to the root in the hierarchy as they provide
the context in which the other tags are used.

Based on the above observation, TMine organizes the tags
distributed in the tag space into a hierarchy by differentiat-
ing contexts in which tags are used from each other and sepa-
rating the tags into different branches of the hierarchy based
on these topics. If a tag is used in multiple contexts (e.g.,
“gas” which may be used both in terms of business and oil),
then it is identified to have higher coverage than say “refin-
ery” (used mainly in oil related blogs and news articles) and
“price” (used mainly in business related entries), and thus
can be used as a context for “refinery” and “price”. Thus,
the tag construction process is guided by the context defined
by the higher energy tags in the tag space: each tag vector
defines a context and, thus, imposes a contextual-constraint
on the other tags that will be considered as candidates to
be included in the corresponding subtree.

2.4 Construction of the Tag Hierarchy
In this subsection, we present the tag construction algo-

rithm in more detail.

2.4.1 From Tag Space to Tag Graph
TMine considers a tag graph which captures the mutual

energy and contextual similarity relationships among tags (in
reality this graph is never materialized; see Section 2.4.3):

Definition 2.1 (Tag Graph). Let T =
{tag1, . . . , tagn} be a set of tags (possibly pre-filtered
based on their energies), each associated to its correspond-
ing tag vector tvi. G = (V, E) is the directed, weighted
graph such that

• the set of vertices is V = T ∪{All}, where All is a tag
with maximal energy, i.e., the tag whose corresponding
tag vector has the maximal length in the given space.

• there is an edge eij = (tagi, tagj) iff tagi has higher
energy than tagj, i.e, iff tvi is longer than tvj (for this
construction, we denote All as the tag tag0);

• the weight associated to the edge (tagi, tagj) is
w(eij) = 1 − cos(tvi, tvj). Thus the weights reflect
the dissimilarity between the connected tags, i.e., low
weights correspond to high similarity values.

The tag hierarchy will be a subgraph of the tag graph. By
construction, the directionality of the edges in the tag graph
is such that higher energy tags precede the lower energy
ones, thus any subgraph satisfies the requirement that an-
cestors need to have higher energy than their descendants.

2.4.2 Minimum Spanning Tree of the Tag Graph
To enforce the requirement that tags which are more sim-

ilar to each other are clustered in the same subtree, we rely
on the weights associated to the edges. By construction, the
weights associated to each edge reflect the degree of similar-
ity of the tags associated to the connected vertices: the lower
the weight, the higher the similarity. Thus, minimizing the
overall cost of a subgraph corresponds to maximizing the
overall mutual similarity of the pairs of tags associated to
the connected nodes. This leads to the following statement:

Statement 1. Given a tag graph, its Directed Minimum
Spanning Tree satisfies the requirements that

• in any branch on the tree, tags closer to the root have
higher energy than those further down in the hierarchy,
and

• the tree is compact in terms of tag distances.

The minimization of the cost of the returned tree corre-
sponds, by construction, to the maximization of the cosine
similarities between the tag vectors associated to the con-
nected nodes. Roughly speaking, each node is placed under
the higher energy node that is most related to it.

Notice that, while the construction of the Directed Mini-
mum Spanning Tree can be solved in quadratic time (in the
size of the graph), using the Chu-Liu/Edmonds algorithm
[6], in our case the problem is much simpler since, due to
the nature of the edges’ orientation, the tag graph does not
contain any loop. Thus, Chu-Liu/Edmonds algorithm [6] re-
turns the spanning tree in linear time. This is due to the fact
that, in the absence of loops, the algorithm simply returns
the tree consisting of all the nodes of the graph, each one
connected through the edge with minimum weight among
the ones entering it in the given graph.

2.4.3 Preventing Context Drift
Caution, however, is needed against context-drift of the

tags in the hierarchy. This is because, the Directed Mini-
mum Spanning Tree of the tags graph does not guarantee
that the similarity between any child node and its parent
is significant enough. The minimum spanning tree is opti-
mized against the overall cost associated to the entire tree,
but it does not guarantee local optimization at the node
level. On the other hand, tags that are to be considered
under a given tag need to be sufficiently close to the corre-
sponding tag vector. Thus, to avoid improper connections
between a node and other nodes more shared than itself,
we enforce a similarity lowerbound, simlowerbound; i.e., the
minimum cosine similarity between any parent-child pair in
the hierarchy1. Thus, if for a given tag node, tagi, there is

1The only node that is allowed to violate the constraint as-
sociated to the threshold is “All”, which covers all tags.
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TreeGen( C, simlowerbound)
Links the tags in C in a tree structured graph reflecting their shar-
ing factor, or energy
begin

1. Let tag0, tag1, . . . , tagm be the tags in C, in descending or-
der of energy;

2. attach to(tag1, tag0);
3. for i = 2, . . . , m

(a) bestSimilarity = 0;
(b) for j = 1, . . . , i − 1

i. cosineSimilarity = cos( �tagi, �tagj);
ii. if bestSimilarity < cosineSimilarity

A. bestSimilarity = cosineSimilarity;

B. bestNode = tagj ;

4. if (bestSimilarity < simlowerbound)
then attach to(tagi, tag0) else attach to(tagi, bestNode)

end

Figure 6: Pseudo-code for generating the threshold
directed minimum spanning tree

no other node tagj in the tag space such that tagj is more
shared than tagi and cos(tvi, tvj) > simlowerbound, then tagi

becomes a direct child of the root. The pseudo-code of the
algorithm is in figure 6.

3. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The experimental evaluation aims at validating that the

proposed scheme extracts coherent and semantically in-
formed tag hierarchies from the given text documents. In
order to formulate concrete tests we rephrased the evalua-
tion criterion in the form of the following hypotheses:

• Hypothesis I: If the hierarchies reflect the semantic
structure of the input texts, then any deformation on
the text should negatively affect the coherence of the
resulting hierarchy.

• Hypothesis II: The amount of deformation on a given
text document should have a direct impact on the co-
herence of the resulting hierarchy.

While these hypotheses provide a framework in which we
can evaluate the hierarchies, they require a quantifiable mea-
sure of coherence. To formulate such a coherence measure,
we first recognize that if two hierarchies are extracted from
two different, but related, sources, then they should be sim-
ilar to each other (modulo tags each one covers exclusively).
In other words, the semantic structures of the input docu-
ments must reflect in the structure of the hierarchies created
by TMine. Based on this, we aim to show that “those hier-
archies extracted from text documents on the same topic are
consistently more similar to each other than hierarchies ex-
tracted from documents with similar keyword compositions,
but where the semantic flow of the documents has been de-
stroyed (e.g. documents are permuted).” Showing that this
is consistently so despite many random permutations would
help us argue that the trees created using TMine capture the
semantic structure (i.e., contexts in which tags are used) of
the input documents.

3.1 Data Preparation
For our evaluations, we relied on two data sets with dif-

fering characteristics: (a) edited manuscripts and (b) news
articles from different sources tracking the same event (pos-
sibly from different perspectives).

Figure 7: Tag vectors associated to the nodes of a
tag hierarchy using CP/CV [17]: each tag vector has
one dimension for each tag-node in the hierarchy

3.1.1 Edited Manuscript Data Set
We collected various texts on the same topic (e.g., dif-

ferent manuscripts about Artificial Intelligence2). Given a
manuscript, we created multiple permuted versions. Each
permuted manuscript preserves the term frequencies of the
original manuscript, while having different spatial term dis-
positions. In particular, we randomly swapped a predeter-
mined portion (20% and 100% in the experiments) of terms
across different randomly selected segments. For each de-
gree of distortion, we created 5 distorted manuscripts; the
results reported in Figure 8 are the averages of the mea-
surements on the different distorted manuscripts. Note that
when considered as a whole, the keyword composition of the
manuscript is not affected from these swaps. However, the
semantic structure of the manuscripts is lost. Thus, we ex-
pect to see this loss reflected in the coherence of the resulting
hierarchies.

We then split each manuscript into paragraph-length seg-
ments. Each of these segments is treated as an individual
document and the original manuscript is treated as a set of
segments/documents. UsingTMine, we extracted tag hier-
archies (using a tag-space of 5 dimensions and a similarity
lowerbound of 0.7) from all these manuscripts, including the
deformed ones. Results are reported in Section 3.3.1.

3.1.2 News Articles Data Set
We used a set of hurricane Katrina related news articles,

published between August 25 2005 and March 4 2006. The
reason why we chose this data set is that the event has a
multitude of, now well understood, facets, including geo-
graphic, humanitarian, economic (e.g., employment and en-
ergy related), political (local, regional, and federal) aspects,
that spanned and evolved over the studied period of time.

As in the case of edited manuscripts, we relied on random
permutations between articles to show that the trees created
using TMine captures the evolution (i.e., contexts in which
tags are used) of the events. In particular, we created pairs
of random sets of 25 news articles spanning approximately
the same period of time. Each pairs of sets are likely to track
the same events and, thus, likely to have similar contexts.

We then permuted one set of the two in the generated
pairs, by randomly swapping keywords between the arti-
cles. The articles in the permuted set as a whole have the
same keyword composition as the original set of articles, but
the underlying topical contexts have been destroyed. Once
again, we expect to see this reflected in the resulting hierar-
chies. Experiments are reported in Section 3.3.2.

2The datasets used in these experiments are available at
http://www.di.unito.it/∼dicaro/datasets
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3.2 Measuring the Difference between
Hierarchies

We evaluate the difference between a given pair of hier-
archies in terms of these hierarchies’ CP/CV dissimilarities,
originally introduced in [17] to measure the semantic similar-
ities among the tags within a given hierarchy. The CP/CV
model associates tag-vectors3 to the nodes of a given hier-
archy (Figure 7). These tag vectors are constructed in such
a way that they preserve the structural relationships among
all parent/child tag-nodes in the hierarchy and can be com-
pared using cosine similarity to measure how similar two
tags are.

In our case, however, we are not interested in semantic
similarities of individual tags in a single given hierarchy, but
we are comparing entire hierarchies. Thus, we need to con-
struct and use the CP/CV vectors slightly differently. We
first extract from a given pair of hierarchies, two correspond-
ing sub-hierarchies consisting only of those tags common to
both. The extraction of the common sub-hierarchies pre-
serves the degree of energy relations (i.e, the semantic co-
herence) between tags in every hierarchy. By construction,
if a node appears in the common sub-hierarchy, its parent is
the closest ancestor (in the original hierarchy) which is also
a common node, and thus also appears in the sub-hierarchy.

We then compute CP/CV vectors of the nodes of these
two extracted sub-hierarchies. In particular, we concentrate
on the tag vectors associated to their roots. Intuitively, the
tag vector associated to the root of a hierarchy represents
the semantic structure of the entire hierarchy.

We finally compare the CP/CV vectors of the roots of the
given hierarchies:

• we interpret the weights of a CP/CV vector as a
probability distribution of the corresponding tags (the
weights of each vector add up to 1.0); and

• for a given pair of CP/CV vectors, we compare the
corresponding probability distributions using the KL
distance measure:

KL(V1, V2) =
mX

i=1

V1ilog

„
V1i

V2i

«

This ensures that a high degree of match is obtained
whenever the corresponding values are close to each
other, independent of whether they are both close to
0.0 or close to 1.0.

Thus, we expect that two similar hierarchies will have low
KL-distances, while two different hierarchies will have large
KL-distances.

3.3 Results
Given an input data set Di and its resulting hierarchy Ti,

let us denote the permuted distortion of Di, D∗
i . Let us also

denote the corresponding extracted hierarchy T ∗
i .

3.3.1 Edited Manuscript Results
Figure 8 shows the results on the edited manuscripts.

Here, the x axis corresponds to the KL-distance between

3For example, CP/CV associated the following (partial)
tag-vector to the root, all, of an artificial intelligence hi-
erarchy: 〈all:0.385; search:0.194; knowledge:0.169;
move:0.029; state:0.029; program:0.029; learn-
ing:0.029; system: 0.041; reasoning:0.041;...〉.
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Figure 8: Experimental results for the Edited Man-
uscripts Data Set: since the y axis corresponds to
the KL-distance involving a hierarchy from a per-
muted manuscript and x axis corresponds to the
KL-distance involving the hierarchy obtained from
the original manuscript, we expect that the points
will lie on the upper triangle of the plot. This is
consistently confirmed by all experiments.

two hierarchies, Ti and Tj , obtained from two data sets, Di

and Dj , on the same topic. The y axis, on the other hand,
corresponds to the KL-distance when one of these data sets
is deformed through random permutations (i.e., Ti of Di is
compared against T ∗

j of D∗
i ). Thus, if our hypothesis I is

true,

we expect that the KL-distance in the case of
deformations will be higher then the KL-distance
when we are comparing the original manuscripts.

As can be seen in both of the plots included in the figure,
this hypothesis is consistently confirmed by the experiments.

Our second hypothesis is that

as the amount of distortion in the manuscript
increases, the extracted hierarchy will be less co-
herent.

Indeed, when we compare the two plots (corresponding to
20% distortion and 100% distortion, respectively), we see
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Figure 9: Experimental results for the News Articles
Data Set

that the results for the case with lower distortion (first plot)
are closer to the 450 line, indicating better coherence), while
in the cases of large distortions (second plot), the results are
further away from the 450 line, indicating worse coherence.
Thus, the second hypothesis is also consistently confirmed
by the experiments.

3.3.2 News Articles Results
As shown in Figure 9, the experiment results on the News

Articles data set are consistent with the results on the edited
manuscripts. Note that, for this data set, there are some
cases which fell below the 450 line. This is due to the fact
that randomness in the construction of the article sets (i.e.,
selection of random news entries around the same time frame
to construct individual sets of articles) results in some pairs
of sets that are not comparable to each other in terms of
topical content.

3.4 Summary
Based on the above, we can conclude that the TMine

hierarchy extraction process captures the semantic/topical
structure implied by the content of the data sets. Defor-
mations based on random permutations of the data set dis-
arrange the underlying semantic threads and (despite of the
fact that the different permuted versions of the same man-
uscript are statistically equivalent to each other in terms of
the overall tag frequencies) deformations destroy the con-
texts used for constructing TMine hierarchies.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a completely unsupervised al-

gorithm for constructing tag hierarchies from a given social
media collection. The algorithm first performs latent se-
mantic analysis of the resulting corpus of documents to map
each term/tag onto a tag space with independent basis di-
mensions. It then analyzes the resulting space to rank-order
the tag in terms of their relative degrees of energy. Once
this energy is computed, the algorithm clusters similar tags
under the most suitable shared node to obtain a tag hierar-
chy, where tags closer to the root are more shared than those
further down in the hierarchy and, given all the descendants
of a tag, those that are similar to each other are clustered in
the same subtree. Experimental results show that the pro-
posed scheme is able to extract compatible tag-hierarchies
from different text on the same general topic.
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